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DISC ONE

Mirages (1970) (27’10”)
A Song Cycle for Baritone and Piano (Words by William Alwyn)
1. Undine (6’40”)
2. Aquarium (3’24”)
3. The Honeysuckle (3’02”)
4. Metronome (5’50”)
5. Paradise (1’21”)
6. Portrait in a Mirror (6’53”)

Divertimento for Solo Flute (1939) (13’35”)
1st Movement: Introduction and Fughetta (4’43”)
2nd Movement: Variations on a Ground (4’27”)
3rd Movement: Gavotte and Musette (2’02”)
4th Movement: Finale alla Gigue (2’23”)

Naiades, Fantasy-Sonata for Flute and Harp (1971) (12’53”)
In one movement

(53’43”)
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orn at Northampton in 1905, William Alwyn subsequently became a student at the
Royal Academy of Music in London, where he won scholarships for both flute and

composition as well as also making his mark as a pianist. It was nevertheless as a flautist that
he began his professional career, playing for a time with the London Symphony Orchestra
and in the process acquiring a first-hand inside knowledge of secrets of orchestral texture.
At the unusually early age of twenty-one he joined the composition staff of the Royal
Academy of Music, remaining for no less than thirty years, until 1956, thereafter devoting his
time to his own creative work. Pride of place in his extensive and varied output must be given
to his five symphonies, several concertos and other smaller orchestral works. He was also
strongly drawn to the possibilities of film-music, and contributed well over fifty scores to this
medium, including “Desert Victory” (1943) and “Odd Man Out” (1947). But alike in all his
music, whether for the concert platform or the stage and studio, Alwyn always held it of first
importance to write in a style that is direct and generally appealing. He never allowed him-
self to become obsessed with abstract experimentation for its own sake, but like his romantic
forbears, believed that a composer’s primary aim should be communication. His idiom was
fearlessly contemporary, yet his formal and harmonic innovations are all based on a solid
background of tradition.

DISC ONE
The three works recorded here remind us that Alwyn was a poet and was for some years a
professional flautist.The self-portrait on the record cover shows another of Alwyn’s skills, but
composition always took first place.

As a student at the Royal Academy of Music he learned much, but not the technique of
composition, he came to believe. He composed, his works were performed (an orchestral
Five Preludes at the HenryWood Proms in 1927, a piano concerto in 1930—Clifford Curzon
was the soloist—attracted much attention), he acquired musical experience and fluency. But
it was in 1939 that he first discovered confidence in a musical vocabulary and style which he
knew he could develop purposefully and which would communicate all that he wanted to
express, however subtle or complex.

The work which gave him this self-confidence was the solo flute Divertimento—in four
thematically closely integrated movements, and making a special feature of the wide leaps
which he found in Mozart’s flute music, but not in that of other classical composers. Such
leaps figure most prominently in the Fughetta, which contrives to suggest more than one
instrument at work (as Bach did in his fugues for solo stringed instrument), but in the other
movements as well.After the Introduction and Fughetta,comes Variations on a Ground,and
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DISC TWO*

Fantasy-Waltzes (1956) (33’25”)
1. Tempo rubato e capriccioso (3’24”)
2. Scherzando (1’20”)
3. Moderato (2’20”)
4. Grazioso (2’11”)
5. Lento (3’18”)
6. Allegro giocoso (5’05”)
7. Lento (3’35”)
8. Vivace, ma ritmico (1’07”)
9. Lento e lugubre (4’32”)
10. In tempo piacevole (1’16”)
11. Presto (5’17”)

Sonata alla Toccata (1947) (11’38”)
1st Movement: Maestoso–Allegro ritmico e jubilante (3’47”)
2nd Movement: Andante con moto e semplice (3’58”)
3rd Movement: Molto vivace (3’53”)

(45’11”)

(98’54”)
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here also the music gives the illusion that the Ground, eight bars long, continues underneath,
or later on top of, chaconne-type elaboration—as if two flutes, not one, were playing. In one
division of the movement the lower “voice” even appears to play chords, though they are
broken or arpeggiated.

These first two movements have employed a chromatic yet strongly directional D minor,
indebted to Gregorian modes but also to exotic scales. The third movement, Gavotte and
Musette, is in F major—but still rather chromatic so that D minor is suggested as a secondary
tonality. The resolute lilt of the Gavotte is teased by off-beat rhythms. The Musette,
traditionally supposed to imitate the drone of bagpipes, places its drone on A; again the wide
leaps and chromatic side-steps are evident.The final movement is, traditionally, in the manner
of a Jig, alla Gigue, and is in D major. Three contrasted ideas can be distinguished and all
return from time to time, amid episodes which clearly indicate divagations of key—for
although a solo melody instrument cannot play chords it can imply harmony. Alwyn’s
Divertimento was performed by René Le Roy at the 1941 ISCM Festival in New York (the
composer only learned of his success some time later) and was taken up by flautists
everywhere.

The other flute work here recorded, Naiades, A Fantasy-Sonata with harp, was specially
written for Christopher Hyde-Smith and his wife Marisa Robles to perform at the 1971 Bath
Festival. The term Fantasy-Sonata implies a one-movement composition comprising
numerous intermingled sections in various tempi and moods. Alwyn’s Fantasy-Sonata starts
from, and periodically returns to, a lyrical Tempo comodo. A fanfare-like idea (marked quasi
tromba) supported by powerful chords on the harp, makes a vivid contrast. Later there is an
Allegro, a Waltz, and finally a rapid coda. But all these varied sections are essentially
developments of the same fundamental idea, adumbrated in the harp’s initial figuration and
made plain in the flute’s first phrase. As for the title, Naiads are water-nymphs: water, fresh or
salt, seems always to have been a necessary neighbourhood in Alwyn’s life: aqueous images
occur as frequently in his writings as in his preferred places of residence, and the most
celebrated of all Naiads is the subject of the first poem in Mirages.

Amirage is an optical illusion effected by reflection, either from water or from a looking-
glass (also through the beating of sun on sandy desert, but that is irrelevant in this particular
case).The six poems of Alwyn’sMirages, his own poems, were written as literature in their own
right, and were published, together with another long narrative poem,Winter in Copenhagen,
by the Southwold Press.They are illustrated by the author’s own line-drawings and these shed
valuable illumination on the poetry’s subliminal meaning, and the relevance of the title
Mirages. Each drawing shows two people (as does the Copenhagen drawing where the city’s
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famous mermaid is depicted as male and female interlocked). Undine, the water-nymph who
hankered for life and love with a man but who could only survive in her own element, is seen
gazing, almost irrupting, through the window from which the poet stares by candlelight. In the
illustration to Aquarium the man’s arm surrounds the fish tank yet seems to pass through it,
uniting him with the water and the fish inside (wriggling fish are a well known symbol of sexual
desire, as a famous poem by Mörike testifies).

Alwyn’s setting of Aquarium perfectly sets the scene with its glassy sevenths on the piano,
as static as the equally aqueous ripple of Undine is fluent. In these songs, as in all the cycle, the
music contrasts and closely blends two musical ideas, which may be interpreted as male and
female. Honeysuckle is illustrated by a man and woman closely intertwined, like the musical
ideas in the song; the rhythm of the title-word dominates the music. Metronome has a drawing
which shows two hands, as if conducting from music-paper, in the direction of a row of
metronomes ticking away from here to infinity. The music reflects but does not describe this
picture, or the poem: the slow, regular march is pierced by percussive clangs (not ticks), and
by silences. Where are male and female here? Perhaps in the conflict of the last six lines,
between the inevitability of the beat’s cessation, and the idealistic unwillingness to believe that
cosmic life can outlive the ego. Similarly in No. 5, Paradise, in the dichotomy of Eternal Life
and the Fool’s Paradise (the drawing here shows man reaching out towards woman, but it does
not take sides, nor does the music—unless in the reiteration of the words “Fool’s Paradise”).

Portrait in a Mirror, the last of the cycle, brings back musically the image of reflection and
looking-glasses. The initial theme, for piano, is at once answered in inversion, but distorted, like
the poet’s view of his idealised self, and it is glassy music. The picture shows what you expect
to see: except that the reflection’s right eye is drawn in the back of the beholder’s otherwise
blank head. The two are one, though to the viewer quite dissimilar: both male, but two halves,
like Jung’s animus and anima.

This is not a song-cycle which begins at point A, proceeds and then returns to A (as in
Schumann’s Frauenliebe und Leben): its contrasts meet, separate and rejoin continually. So
much could be read in the poems: it is the more clear and stimulating in the music which
Alwyn wrote in 1970, as a thanksgiving for David Willison’s championship of his music. Alwyn
did not care to set other poets’ verses, because they were either unworthy of music, or else
musically complete in themselves. He found music for his own poems, because the mirror
reflects, I suppose, the musical object in the poetic subject. The Mirages are multiplied when
Luxon and Willison perform Alwyn’s own doubly projected images—seas that descend to dive
into new seas below, if I may borrow an apt marine image from Hugo von Hofmannsthal.

WILLIAM MANN

The SSoonnaattaa aallllaa TTooccccaattaa, dating from 1947, is a concise, neo-classical work packing a
wealth of invention into its ten minutes. The overall unity of the music results from the
fact that all three movements are fundamentally derived from one motto theme. This is
announced maestoso in C major at the very start of the first movement, before being
incorporated into the brilliant toccata-like figuration which follows with the change to
allegro tempo. As the tonality moves from C to A flat major, a new, dancing second
subject appears, yet without in any way disrupting the brisk, forward-driving impulse of
the music. A brief development of both themes maintains the clear-cut, toccata-like
texture, and leads direct, with a fine feeling of cumulative excitement, into a triumphant
recapitulation of the opening theme. In this concluding section there is only the briefest
reference to the second subject. The second movement, Andante con moto e semplice,
moves into F major, and sets out its only subject-matter in the first six bars—a
disarmingly naive and appealing transformation of the sonata’s motto theme. Thereafter
the movement takes the form of six six-bar-long variations, followed by a six-bar coda,
on this same motto theme, all of them retaining a limpid purity and innocence
bespeaking a rare “delight in simple things”. The concluding Molto vivace starts off in F
major with brilliant triplet figuration, and puts forward a second marcato theme in F by
way of contrast. Yet throughout this movement the influence of the motto theme can be
felt with increasing insistence, the repeated notes of its opening contributing a
considerable part to the masterly development section of the movement before booming
forth in bare fff octaves on the note G and finally heaving the tonality up to A flat. At this
point the motto opens out into a big, chordal affirmation of confidence and strength as
an exultant climax to the sonata as a whole.

JOAN CHISSELL
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1. Tempo rubato e capriccioso. In simple ternary form in the key of A flat, this waltz
conjures up a mood of languid nostalgia tinged with Ravel-like sophistication.

2. Scherzando. Here the harmonic plunges into A minor in the opening and closing
sections which are too teasing for the piece to carry its real key signature of B flat, though
the middle section settles in G major to bring the contrast of a cantabile melody.

3. Moderato. This naively plaintive waltz in E minor sprang direct from the
inspiration of Grieg at Troldhaugen, and was the seed from which the idea of a complete
set of waltzes grew.

4. Grazioso. The delicate, dancing lilt of this piece is shot through with a wry
piquancy resulting from the harmonic conflict between the key of B major and the G
natural and D natural of G major.

5. Lento. The tonality here is a highly chromatic A flat, but the expansive and
seductive secondary theme brings unprecedented harmonic daring as well as a wealth of
rhythmic invention within the basic 3/4 time-signature.

6. Allegro giocoso. This restores the light and verve of common day in its opening
and closing sections, with their piquant plunges to and from the major keys of C and E.
The middle section in D flat opens out into a richly romantic climax.

7. Lento. Here the composer makes a new start with mysterious, Debussy-like
exploration of unusual keyboard sonorities.

8. Vivace, ma ritmico. This little G major waltz, with a middle section in C major,
makes high-spirited, mischievous obeisance both to the popular Viennese waltz and to
Rachmaninoff.

9. Lento e lugubre. From a mysteriously withdrawn start, this richly romantic waltz
in C minor works up to a majestic fff con tutta forza declaration of the opening theme
(the biggest climax of the whole work) before sinking back into the stealthy mood of the
opening.

10. In tempo piacevole. This is a charming trifle in F sharp major, with one of the
composer’s favourite, exciting plunges into a key a major third distant for enrichment of
the gracious opening theme.

11. Presto. The final waltz is a brilliant excursion in the “salon” style of the French
music publisher, Auguste Durand.

MIRAGES by WILLIAM ALWYN

1. UNDINE
She comes to me
at night
when the rain drums on my window
and the wind whimpers in the eaves
and the candle flickers
and the wick gutters
and shadows mope in my room
and I am alone

Suddenly
she is there at the window
naked in the rain
pale in the veil of the rain
her face the tears of the raindrops
her breasts water-lily cups
with stamens of crimson
her hair spun-gold
streaming on her shoulders
in a torrent of fire
and her eyes are the eyes of wonder
of desire matching desire

She smiles
she beckons to me...
then suddenly

she is gone

‘Undine, are you there?
You cannot leave me desolate. 
Undine, were you here? 
You cannot abandon me’

Borne on the wind I hear her song

And her song is the song 
of the song I will write 
of the poem I will write 
of the music I will write 
of all I will write 
till wonder is no more 
and desire is no more 
till time and her song 
have gone for ever 
and I

am no more

2. AQUARIUM
Behind a sheet of glass
slim shadows flit and glide
a shoal of birds dips to the grass
trees black as reeds
lean on the wavering green
a hawk hangs motionless
and sudden dives
leaving the sky
blank as a question mark

Within my twilit room
I sit and stare
all is silent
no sound disturbs the landscape
nature is dumb
and I am mute as a fish
in a goldfish bow
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3. HONEYSUCKLE
She clings to me
lovingly entwined
as the honeysuckle
her soft cheek next to mine
breast to breast
and leg and thigh so joined
I know not which is she
and which is I

She sleeps 
(fragrant and sweet 
as the honeysuckle) 
I dream awake 
but utterly content

She stirs
(A breath of wind
in the honeysuckle)
she murmurs in her sleep
(the hum of bees
in the honeysuckle)
‘Oh, do not leave me
do not ever leave me’
and sighs
and sleeps again

My dearest love how can I leave you?
How can the fused sepals
of the honeysuckle part ?
How can twin tendrils
of the same vine
exist apart ?

4. METRONOME
Measured against the dumb remorseless beat of time
Death’s rigid metronome goading our footsteps to the grave
measured against the pale derisive moon
tugged by the tide’s eternal lave
measured against the circling sun
the planets’ slow pavane
measured against the starry sky
galaxy repeating galaxy
measured against all these
I am ephemeral a nullity
a mote in measureless eternity
trapped in a fleeting beam

Am I then nothing?
When I am gone will time still beat
or will the metronome run down
and the world’s pulse stand silent as my soundless heart?
Unthinkable that I should die
and let the world live on

5. PARADISE
Beat Wings beat
against the blank impasse
of death
beyond is Paradise
fields of undreamt green
and flowers jewelled and crystalline
shining like stars
beat beat against the glass

Bruise Wings bruise 
death is no salvation 
flowers fields and stars 
imagination 
consolatory lies 
Fool’s Paradise

6. PORTRAIT IN A MIRROR
Surely that is not I
lips drawn back from dog-eared teeth
in a simian grin
brushwood eyebrows
squat nose and bristled chin
hair in the gaping nostrils
protruding from crinkled ears
and all the blotchy face
bearing the impress of a fine wire mesh
wrinkled
neanderthal

How often had I looked 
but never saw till now 
looked while the razor 
scraped away the snow 
leaving my visage bare 
devoid of all pretence 
yes I had looked 
but never saw

The face peers back at me 
so old—so very old— 
with eyes 
innocent as a child

DISC TWO
The FFaannttaassyy--WWaallttzzeess last thirty minutes, as opposed to the piano sonata’s ten. They date
from 1956, and are dedicated to Alwyn’s former friend, Richard Farrell, the brilliant
young New Zealand pianist tragically killed in a car accident in 1958. A visit to Grieg’s
house at Troldhaugen, near Bergen, gave Alwyn the idea of writing them in the first
instance, for recalling Grieg’s genius in the sphere of the “salon” piece, he suddenly
became convinced that there was still a place for the unpretentious miniature on the
concert platform. However, the Fantasy-Waltzes far outgrew the composer’s original
intention, for although they are essentially “music for pleasure,” alike to listen to and to
play, they nevertheless call for an extremely high degree of keyboard virtuosity.

There are eleven waltzes in all, falling into two sets. The first group culminates in
the expansive brilliance of the sixth waltz; thereafter the music makes a new start, and
from the mysteriously questing seventh waltz works with cumulative excitement to the
conclusion. The only thematic link between the eleven pieces comes, almost
imperceptibly, in the endings and beginnings, i.e. the last few bars of many (though not
all) of the pieces contain the germ of what is to follow in the next one. However the
composer’s main aim in this work was to achieve the maximum amount of diversity,
rather than unity, within the basic rhythm of the waltz, and accordingly he makes free
with a rich assortment of thematic material and keyboard styles.
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